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BATS is committed to developing the best online data and tools to make doing business with BATS easy. For 
straightforward order look-up capabilities, port monitoring, price improvement data, trading statistics and market share 
information, BATS has created the Online Member Portal—a comprehensive suite of value-added tools designed 
specifically to give customers easy, online access to the information they need. Below is an overview of our Online 
Member Portal features.

Order Lookup
When BATS Members need to access their order information, they can quickly search for and generate specific order 
status and detailed execution information. Results can be sorted by a variety of fields.

Web Products
Online Member Portal Features

Current Activity
BATS offers the Current Activity tool, which shows Members their daily trading activity. The tool provides an instant 
snapshot of symbols, total volume, added/removed volume, routed volume, positions and buy/sell volume. Members can 
download data to save as needed.
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Statistics & Ranking
For Members that need a straightforward method to track their firm’s volume and 
order efficiency on a BATS market, BATS has created a ranking tool that provides 
the firm’s overall ranking, ranking by tape, shares added or removed, and total 
number of trades. Members can search by date and download to save. Available 
for any day with more than 5,000,000 shares executed.



Links 

Dark & Hidden Liquidity Features  |  Link to individual documents highlighting the above feature spotlights.
Fee Schedule  |  Pricing for accessing liquidity, liquidity rebates, routing and other pricing models. 

Contacts

Sales  212.378.8527  |  sales@bats.com
Trade Desk  913.815.7001  |  tradedesk@bats.com

Ports Dashboard
The BATS Ports Dashboard provides real-time port information that can help customers maximize their trading activity on 
the BATS markets and improve operational efficiency. Using the dashboard, customers can track how much traffic each 
port receives, the provider of the port, the IP addresses and other port details, all in real-time.

Trade Data
The Trade Data tool in the Online Member Portal allows Members to download trade data for the current and previous 
days with the option to view a detail of their hidden liquidity. This dynamic data can be downloaded in human-readable 
CSV or DROP CSV formats, and can be scheduled for automated download.

Additional Customer-Specific Data
In addition to the tools highlighted above, BATS customers have access to a wealth of their firm’s trading data available in 
the Online Member Portal. To request login credentials to access your firm’s information, contact the BATS Trade Desk.
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Real-Time Latency Monitoring
This service for BATS BYX and BZX Exchange Members allows customers to analyze order efficiency and address 
issues immediately by monitoring order latency in real-time via a dashboard. Members also receive overall BATS latency 
statistics, so they know how they compare to average speeds.

http://www.batstrading.com/features/
http://www.batstrading.com/FeeSchedule/

